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a b s t r a c t

In recent years, there have been rapid advances in network infrastructure and technologies for end-user

communication. However, because of network dynamics and resource limitation, providing scalable

end-user communication services is challenging when the applications are utilized on a large-scale. To

address this challenge, a replica-aided load balancing scheme (RALB) is proposed for enabling the nodes

in an overlay networks to support the communication applications for a large number of users. This

paper makes three unique contributions. First, we study the existing load balancing schemes and

identify their weakness in handling time-varying workloads with frequent load fluctuations. Second,

we introduce a sophisticated cost model for load balancing cost estimation, which captures the

dependencies between the factors (e.g., the load, message number, and link latency). Third, we propose

a performance tuning technique to minimize the load balancing cost. The extensive experiments show

that RALB effectively reduces the load imbalance and eliminates the load balancing cost when

compared to the existing load balancing schemes.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With the development of communication technology and the
rapidly growing popularity of hardware devices (e.g., PDAs, smart
phones, game consoles and computers), the ways of accessing
Internet services and applications (Kumar et al., 2003; Myles et al.,
2003; ComScore, 2007; Technologyreview, 2010; Techcrunch, 2011)
(e.g., e-commerce, web surfing, instant messaging, file fetching,
online game, email and multimedia dissemination) have changed
significantly. In many of these applications, a large number of
hardware device users share the resources and communicate with
each other anywhere and anytime. To meet the voluminous demand
of the users, service providers usually construct overlay networks
with a large number of nodes (servers) and spread applications over
the overlay networks (Knoll et al., 2007; Cannataro and Talia, 2003;
Delmastro et al., 2008; Avancha et al., 2002; INTRICE, 2009;
Warcraft, 2010; Google, 2010). Typically, the users with hardware
devices connect to the nearest nodes (servers), and fetch (publish)
the data that are interesting. However, the nodes (servers) usually
have are heterogeneous (homogeneous) and bounded capacities. If
one of the nodes (servers) is overloaded, then it could become a
bottleneck and degrade the system resource utilization and the
service quality (e.g., the loss rate and response time). In such a case,
ll rights reserved.
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load balancing is often used to alleviate the bottleneck so that the
system performance in terms of utilization and service quality can
be improved.

The primary goal of load balancing in a network is to balance the
workload of the nodes in proportion to their capacities, which is
measured in terms of their processor speed, storage capacity, and/or
bandwidth. However, this task is inherently difficult because of the
following: (1) the network dynamics, e.g., some nodes or network
links could become unavailable because of a node crash or improper
program termination; and (2) the time-varying load distribution, e.g.,
the load distribution can be changed as the popularity of files stored
on the nodes changes. Usually, the nodes with popular files or data
often have much heavier loads than the nodes with unpopular ones;
and (3) the frequent load fluctuations, e.g., frequent load movements
between nodes could be caused, which could further lead to
expensive and problematic load balancing.

To solve those issues, a substantial amount of work has been
performed recently on load balancing among the nodes in a dynamic
network. Examples include Proximity-aware load balancing (Zhu and
Hu, 2005), Address-space balancing (Karger and Ruhl, 2006), Multi-
parameter load balancing (Werstein et al., 2006), Adaptive replication
(Gopalakrishnan et al., 2004), Proportional replication (Tewari and
Kleinrock, 2006), Cluster-based load balancing (Shen and Xu, 2008;
Qiao and Bochmann, 2009; Kotoulas et al., 2010), and load balancer
based load balancing (Ranjan et al., 2010). However, most of the
existing load balancing approaches have some limitations in our
opinion. They either have a high communication cost during the load
balancing or they ignore the impact of the load fluctuation on the
system performance. In fact, the frequent fluctuations in the load are
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very common for Internet applications (e.g., online games, multi-
media dissemination, and web surfing). Surprisingly, we find that
most of the existing work to date (Byers et al., 2003; Gopalakrishnan
et al., 2004; Werstein et al., 2006; Tewari and Kleinrock, 2006; Qiao
and Bochmann, 2009; Kotoulas et al., 2010; Ranjan et al., 2010)
addresses only the load balancing without considering the frequent
load fluctuation. One intuitive approach, as mentioned in Kwon and
Ryu (2004), is to keep track of the load status of the nodes during a
time window in which the load movement is triggered when a
predefined load threshold is violated. Although this approach makes
the algorithm design easier, it could come at the cost of degraded
performance in the network resource utilization and the service
quality. We argue that in some cases, such approach can result in a
burst of messages that are sent to the network system for main-
tenance, and a loss of the messages transmitted between the nodes
from an unsuitable threshold setting.

In this paper, a novel load balancing scheme is proposed to
achieve load balancing efficiency and to minimize the cost in the
spite of a skewed load distribution and a frequent load fluctuation
in the overlay networks. Such a scheme can empower the nodes
to support the communication applications over the overlay
networks for a large and growing number of end-users. Each
end-user can access the services of an overlay network by
connecting to one of the nodes in the network, usually through
a wireless or wired network connection. Those nodes run the
middleware and serve as proxies for the end-users. In general,
this paper makes three unique contributions.

First, we study the existing load balancing schemes and
identify their weaknesses in dealing with time-varying workloads
with frequent load fluctuations. To overcome those weaknesses,
a replica-aided load balancing scheme (RALB) is proposed, which
deploys replica nodes for load sharing and intelligently avoids a
large volume of load movements to achieve load balancing
efficiency. In RALB, load movement is triggered only when there
is no light-load replica node that can be used to process the extra
load migrated from the others. This strategy greatly eliminates
the influence of load fluctuation on the system performance.

Second, we introduce a new cost model for estimating the load
balancing cost. This model captures the dependencies between
the important performance-related factors (e.g., load, cost, mes-
sage number, and link latency) in the load balancing.

Third, based on the cost model, we provide a performance tuning
scheme to minimize the load balancing cost. This scheme empowers
the nodes to explore different load balancing strategies and to
choose the best strategy for the load balancing and cost minimiza-
tion. The scheme that we presented in this paper, to the best of our
knowledge, is the first method that provides a combination of
techniques that allows nodes to adaptively make the best decisions
by utilizing replicas to alleviate the impact of frequent load fluctua-
tions and by introducing a sophisticated cost model to choose a
strategy that minimizes the load movement cost.

Many communication applications could benefit from a system of
nodes with our load balancing scheme, such as multimedia stream-
ing, multiparty online games, interactive web surfing, and location-
based advertising. For example, in the multimedia streaming, the
streams with a higher popularity are often demanded by a large
number of end-users. If only a few nodes with a limited capacity are
employed to serve the voluminous demand of the end-users, the
system performance would be significantly degraded in terms of
resource utilization and service quality. To avoid this scenario, our
scheme can be employed and can help the nodes to achieve load
balancing while meeting the various demands of the end-users.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys
relevant literature and Section 3 defines the load balancing
problem. In Section 4, we present the details of RALB. Section 5
describes our cost model and presents the performance tuning
scheme. We introduce the experimental evaluation in Section 6
and conclude the paper in Section 7.
2. Related work

Many solutions have been proposed to tackle the load balan-
cing issue in networks. Based on their strategies for load assign-
ments, they are classified into two categories: centralized
schemes and distributed schemes.

In a centralized scheme (Surana et al., 2006; Werstein et al.,
2006; Zhu and Hu, 2005; Rao et al., 2003), head nodes are typically
required for load information aggregation and load reassignment.
At intervals, each node reports its latest load state to one head
node; then, the head node performs load reassignment with
respect to the load information of the nodes when there are nodes
with heavy loads. To improve the robustness of the head node, a
number of head nodes in Rao et al. (2003) are employed and the
nodes in the network can randomly choose their head nodes to
achieve better load balancing. The work conducted by Godfrey
et al. (Surana et al., 2006) extends the method proposed by Rao
et al. (2003) to provide an efficient load balancing method for the
nodes in a dynamic environment, where data items could be
continuously inserted or deleted, and nodes might join or leave
the system at any point in time. The scheme in Zhu and Hu (2005)
uses proximity information to guide load reassignment such that
the loads are reassigned between physically close nodes. While this
type of scheme has advantages in minimizing the difference
between the nodes in resource utilization, it suffers from both
scalability and reliability issues. In some cases, the overhead of
information aggregation can be large, and the failures of the head
nodes may lead to a complete failure of the load-balancing.

A distributed scheme addresses the load balancing issue in the
overlay network from a different viewpoint, which strives to balance
the load distribution among nodes intelligently based on the local
knowledge of the nodes about the other nodes in the network. In
Byers et al. (2003), a power of two choices approach is used to
achieve load balance for which each data item is hashed into a small
number of different IDs, which are then stored in the least loaded
node among the nodes that are responsible for those IDs. Karger and
Ruhl propose two load balancing protocols in Karger and Ruhl (2006).
One protocol is to balance the loads by changing the distribution of
the items among the nodes. It is useful when the distribution of items
in the address space cannot be randomized. The other protocol is to
balance the loads by changing the assignment of identifiers to the
nodes. This strategy improves the consistency of the hash table. CAN
(Ratnasamy et al., 2001) and GeoGrid (Zhang et al., 2007) attempt to
address the load balancing issue through ID space reassignment.
Steele et al. (2008) achieve load balancing with random peer
selection. Hu et al. (2010) provide a scheduling strategy on virtual
machine (VM) load balancing. According to historical data and the
current state of the system, this strategy computes the influence it
will have on the system after the deployment of the needed VM
resources and then chooses the least-affective solution to reduce the
dynamic migrations. In the above approaches, it is not clear how to
deal with the frequent load fluctuations in a dynamic network. In fact,
such load fluctuations could cause frequent and unnecessary load
movements due to unpredictable traffic jitters and momentary
fluctuations which are common in the underlay networks.

There are several methods that have been proposed to perform
dynamic load balancing with clustering technology (Shen and
Xu, 2008; Qiao and Bochmann, 2009; Kotoulas et al., 2010). Shen
and Xu (2008) propose a hash based proximity clustering
approach to address the load balancing problem in heterogeneous
DHTs. Such an approach groups the low-capacity nodes and
allocates them to the nodes in the system that have high
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capacities via consistent hashing of their physical proximity
information on the Internet. In Qiao and Bochmann (2009), a
global balance is achieved through balancing the neighborhoods
of all of the clusters within the existing overlay network. Kotoulas
et al. (2010) address the load balancing problem with a method
for data distribution that is based on clustering in elastic regions.
The data are not deterministically routed to one fixed peer;
instead, the data are attracted to a region of peers. In contrast,
GOGRID (2010) provides hardware load balancing services using
state-of-the-art F5 load balancer hardware. The load balancer
provides the round robin algorithm and least connect algorithm
for routing application service requests.

In Gopalakrishnan et al. (2004), Yamamoto et al. (2006),
Roussopoulos and Baker (2006), Xia et al. (2009), and Pitoura
et al. (2010), replication-based schemes are used for load balan-
cing. Their main concept is to place multiple object replicas to
maximize the availability of the data (file) in the network instead
of shifting the sole responsibility for the popular items to a more
powerful node. This type of strategy is derived from the fact that
highly skewed data access behaviors could lead to uneven load
placements, and the popular data could fall into a weak node that
is not capable of dealing with the high demands for the data.
Although replication is a good solution in the case of recorded data
(i.e., file music, movie), it would require complex algorithms to
maintain data consistency in the case of real-time data (i.e., news,
emergency alerts, location-based advertisements). It is common
that the popular data objects could become unpopular or useless as
time goes by. How to deal with the redundant data items is still an
open issue in this literature. In addition, there is usually difficulty
in determining a suitable replica number for the data items that
have different popularity. In fact, a large replica number often leads
to poor system performance in terms of resource utilization.

The work that we presented in this paper is somewhat similar
to previous work (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2004; Yamamoto et al.,
2006; Roussopoulos and Baker, 2006; Pitoura et al., 2010). For
example, we use the concept of replication to achieve load
balancing. However, two important features distinguish our
approach from the prior proposed approaches. First, by making
good use of replicas created for reliability purpose (Wang et al.,
2011), our approach is proposed to balance the load of the nodes
in an environment with time-varying load distributions and
frequent load fluctuations. This approach is an extension of our
previous work (Wang et al., 2011, 2010) in which the replication
problems such as the number of replicas and the location
of replicas were studied and addressed with a location-aware
replication scheme. Second, in this paper, a new cost model is
developed for load balancing cost estimation. By combining with
the performance tuning scheme, our approach empowers the
nodes to explore different load balancing strategies and to choose
the best strategy for load balancing and cost minimization.

3. Problem formulation and motivation

We study the load balancing problem in a general overlay
network S which can be described by a set of nodes N and a
d-dimensional coordinate space G (dZ1) where 9N9¼ n. This
coordinate space can be logical, such as a geographical area of
interest. At any point in time, the entire coordinate space G is
dynamically partitioned among n nodes such that each node owns
one individual rectangular region R within the space G, satisfying
G¼ [n

i ¼ 1 Ri. Node Ei manages the region Ri, for all 0o irn.
We assume that the network nodes are not mobile. Compared to

mobile devices, desktop computers usually have more access to
network bandwidth, more stable connections, and more storage space.
We let ci denote the capacity of node Ei. In our work, we use it to refer
to two types of node resources, storage space and bandwidth, because
those factors are the two main factors in applications such as content
searching (BitTorrent, 2011; eMule, 2010) and media streaming
dissemination (JOOST, 2008; Livestation, 2010; PPTV, 2011). For node
Ei, ci is denoted as a 2-d row vector in the form of ½cs

i ,c
d
i nb0�, where ci

s is
the maximum number of files that can be stored on node Ei, and ci

d is
the maximum number of nodes that can be connected with Ei

simultaneously. For simplicity, we assume that each node Ej that has
connected to Ei would consume the same bandwidth b0 for data
propagation. Let utilizationui(t) denote the fraction of its capacities that
have been used at time t: uiðtÞ ¼ loiðtÞ=ciðtÞ ¼ ½lo

s
i ðtÞ=cs

i ,lo
d
i ðtÞ=cd

i �,
where loi(t) denotes the workload of node Ei at time t, which consists
of two elements los

i ðtÞ and lod
i ðtÞ. The variable los

i ðtÞ refers to the
number of files stored on node Ei and lod

i ðtÞ refers to the number of
connections linked to node Ei at time t.

We consider S to be a system in which the workload and
available capacities of the nodes could change as the nodes
continuously access or leave the services provided by the other
nodes in the presence of frequent load fluctuations and time-
varying load distributions. In such a dynamic network, the
problem of load balancing is quite difficult to solve and, to the
best of our knowledge, has not been addressed before. Formally,
we define the load balancing problem as follows:

Problem Statement1: Given n nodes with ui(t), iA ½1,n� at time t,
devise a load balancing algorithm that minimizes

Pn
i ¼ 1 9uiðtÞ�Pn

i ¼ 1 uiðtÞ9 while minimizing the load balancing cost given the node

capacity limitations.
Solving this problem, however, is challenging, as it requires

careful handling of the time-varying load among the nodes in a
dynamic network that have unpredictable load fluctuations, and
practical systems often contain a large number of nodes with
heterogeneous capacities. Simple solutions such as applying mod-
ified space reassignment approaches either fail to minimize the
load balancing cost or ignore the impact of load fluctuations on the
system performance. We next present a motivating example to
show the reason as well as some insights into the solution.

3.1. Relevance of load balancing

In this subsection, three basic questions are first proposed to
provide a better understanding of the problem of load balancing
discussed in our work.

What is the load balancing cost? As mentioned in many studies
(Karger and Ruhl, 2006; Tewari and Kleinrock, 2006; Shen and
Xu, 2008), it is desirable to allow the nodes in the system to have
an amount of the load that is in proportion to their capacities.
To achieve this goal, a fraction of the workload at the nodes that
have a heavy load could need to be moved to the other nodes with
light loads. In this procedure, two types of costs are involved: the

load information collection cost and the load movement cost. We
denote the load information collection cost to be the communica-
tion cost of acquiring load information about the nodes that are
currently in the system. The load movement cost refers to the
communication cost of load redirection and migration.

Is the absolute load balancing achievable? This question has been
answered by many studies (Godfrey and Stoica, 2005; Surana et al.,
2006; Chen et al., 2008), in which the problem of load balancing in a
dynamic network has been classified as an NP-hard problem.
Furthermore, for a system, it is impractical to trigger the load
balancing mechanism once an imbalance of the loads occurs.
Therefore, a system parameter d, named the imbalance tolerance
(IT) is introduced, which we define as the maximum ratio between
the largest and smallest utilization. For node Ei in a load balanced
system, it holds that maxka jfujðtÞ=ukðtÞgod,8Ek,EjABiðtÞ,tAR,
where Bi(t) is a set of the nodes for which load information is
collected by node Ei at time t. If such a condition is violated which
we refer to as load imbalance, then node Ei notifies Ek of its state and
performs load balancing.



Fig. 1. A motivating example.
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Is load balancing of space reassignment feasible? To answer this
question, a motivating example is presented first.

3.2. System model

Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the load (lod
ðtÞ) of two nodes in a

distributed system, where time is slotted into 5-s units. For

simplicity, we set d¼ 1, dimðuiðtÞÞ ¼ 1, cA¼280 and cB¼240. In this
example, nodes A and B are overloaded at time units 4, 16, and time
units 7–10, 14, 17, respectively, as indicated by bars with the height
exceeding cA (cB). Suppose that the procedure of load balancing is
triggered when a load imbalance or an overload occurs, as shown in
Fig. 1(b) and (e), respectively. To be specific, Fig. 1(b) depicts a
scenario of nodes with different utilization. At time unit 2, node A

moves a portion of its workload to node B according to the load

information of node B at time unit 1. After the load migration, lod
Aðt2Þ

changes to lod0
A ðt2Þ ¼ 240�s1, where s1 ¼ 40 is the amount of load

moved from node A to node B. Correspondingly, lod0
B ðt2Þ ¼

lod
Bðt2Þþs1. Because uAðt2Þ4uBðt2Þ, the procedure of load balancing

is triggered again, and then lod
Aðt3Þ and lod

Bðt3Þ update to lod0
A ðt3Þ and

lod0
B ðt3Þ at time unit 3, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1(d). This

procedure is repeatedly executed until the condition of uAðtnÞ ¼

uBðtnÞ is satisfied, 8lod0
A ðtnÞ, lod0

B ðtnÞr minðcA,cBÞ. Clearly, this

method is not an efficient way for balancing the loads with setting

of d¼ 1 in terms of resource utilization. It could cause significant
bandwidth and storage consumption at the nodes, which reduces
the resource utilization and limits the scalability of the applications.

In fact, invoking the load balancing for every load imbalance is not
necessary. One could propose to allow do1 to reduce the cost of load
migration and to gain immunity to momentary load imbalance.
However, this modified scheme performs poorly when frequent load
fluctuations shown in Fig. 1(e) occur. Figure 1(e) depicts a scenario for
one node that is overloaded temporarily, which satisfies fuAðt4Þ=uB

ðt4Þg4d. To reduce the heavy load that is imposed on node A, load
balancing is triggered and the operation of load migration is con-
ducted in a similar fashion, as shown in Fig. 1(f). After taking some
load from node A, lod0

B ðt5Þ changes to lod
Bðt5Þþsi. However, given the

heavy load of node B at time unit 5, load balancing is triggered again,
as shown in Fig. 1(g), which could cause frequent load migration and
inevitably reduce the load balancing efficiency.
One solution is to use the concept of redirecting, for which
some new incoming workload of the nodes is first redirected to
node B, which has few loads, and load migration is triggered when
an overload happens. When receiving the redirection load, node
B checks its latest state and determines how to handle the load.
If node B has available capacity, it processes the load. Otherwise, a
reject message with node B’s latest state is generated and sent to
node A. Node A then restarts the procedure of load balancing
based on the information included in the reject message and node
A’s current load state. This procedure is terminated when
fuAðt4Þ=uBðt4Þgod is satisfied. Node B handles the load in a similar
manner. Figure 1(h) and (i) depicts a load balancing state of nodes
A and B that is achieved by using the load redirection.

To make the approach practical, we also must need to answer the
questions such as how to trigger the procedure of load balancing
and how to optimize the load balancing operations to eliminate the
load imbalance and reduce the load balancing cost? In consideration
of these questions, we developed a replica-aided load balancing
scheme, and we present its details in the following section.

4. Replica-aided Load Balancing scheme

A replica-aided load balancing scheme is designed to adap-
tively balance the loads among nodes in the presence of load
fluctuations. In this section, we first introduce load monitoring at
the nodes. Then the introduction of a replica placement strategy
and the details of the proposed load balancing scheme follow.

4.1. Load monitoring

Each node Ei continuously monitors its workload based on two
parameters, los

i ðtÞ and lod
i ðtÞ. Node Ei is marked as a heavily loaded

node if its current load holds the relationship Tr omax flos
i ðtÞ=

cs
i ,lo

d
i ðtÞ=cd

i gr1, where Tr is a parameter defined as the phase threshold
of region reshaping. In such a case, node Ei triggers region reshaping and
migrates some of its loads to the other nodes with a lower load.

If Ts
i rmaxflos

i ðtÞ=cs
i ,lo

d
i ðtÞ=cd

i grTr
i , then Ei is lightly loaded,

where Ts is a parameter defined as the phase threshold of load

sharing. Ei triggers load sharing, and starts to redirect a part of the
new incoming loads to its replicas for load balancing. It is worth
noting that both a lightly loaded node and a heavily loaded node
can receive loads migrated from the other nodes with heavier
load to achieve load balancing.
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If maxflos
i ðtÞ=cs

i ,lo
d
i ðtÞ=cd

i goTs
i , then Ei is idle and can receive loads

issued by (or migrated from) the other nodes. The load balancing is
terminated when there is no node that can receive the loads or the
loads at the nodes are balanced within a ratio d, which is expressed as
maxia jfujðtÞ=uiðtÞgod,8EjApeernodelistiðtÞ,tAR, where peernodelis-

ti(t) is a list of the nodes for whose the information is collected by
node Ei at time t. It consists of a number of log entries, each of which
includes a node ID, an IP address and a transmission port, a region’s
coordinate, and a set of node properties (e.g., capacity and load
status). A region denotes a rectangular partition area in the coordinate
space G, which is managed by a node (as mentioned in Section 3).
Similar to CAN, each region in G is assigned to a node in the system.
Two nodes are considered to be immediate neighbors when their
rectangular areas’ intersection is a line segment. In general, there are
two types of nodes in peernodelisti(t): immediate neighbor nodes and
shortcut nodes. The term shortcut node refers to the node that is an
old neighbor node for a given node. As nodes arrive or depart,
neighbor nodes could become shortcut nodes when they are not
adjacent to the given node. Instead of removing old neighbors from
the list, those nodes are kept in peernodelisti(t) and are used to speed
up the procedure of message delivery. Detailed examples of the
immediate neighbors and shortcut nodes in the system are presented
in Wang et al. (2010). Note that the value of d is highly related to the
specific requirements of the applications. As suggested by Ganesan
et al. (2004), we simply set d to 2 and trigger the load balancing when
the load balance is violated, i.e., maxia jfujðtÞ=uiðtÞg4d.

4.2. Replica placement

In Wang et al. (2011), replicas are placed to improve the reliability
of the services offered by the unreliable nodes with consideration of
the failure patterns and replication cost. Each node p in the multicast
sessions deploys r nodes with a light load in the network as replica
nodes by performing a two-phase procedure: neighbor selection and
shortcut selection. In the first phase, ð1�aÞr neighbor nodes with a
light load are employed as replica nodes for the purpose of low cost,
where a is the importance parameter that is used to leverage the
benefits of neighbor replica nodes and shortcut replica nodes and r is
the number of replicas per node. In our system, the value of a is
dynamically determined based on the nodes’ state. Given the theore-
tical analysis and experimental results obtained through simulations,
Algorithm 1. Load sharing (Ei, REi
, T

s

i )
we set r to 4 to maximize the service reliability while minimizing the
overhead caused by replica creation and maintenance.

Since the node p might not have ‘‘enough’’ light load nodes in its
peernodelist, the node p will extend the search range once this
condition occurs. In such a case, the nodes located within two hops
from node p are considered. The shortcut selection is performed in a
similar manner as in the first phase. It starts with the shortcut nodes
in the peernodelist of p. Then this procedure is continuously executed
at the next level until there are no ar capable shortcut nodes.

In the replica placement, only the nodes in the peernodelists are
considered. The benefits are two-fold. First, this strategy reduces the
replication cost by employing the nodes that are located in the same
vicinity. Second, it alleviates the influence of network partitions on
the service quality by deploying the data copies on shortcut nodes.
4.3. Load balancing

The goal of the replica-aided load balancing scheme is to avoid
overloading by intelligently balancing the loads among nodes while
keeping the cost low. The most distinct feature of the scheme is its
use of replicas to reduce the heavy load imposed on the nodes and
to avoid unnecessary load movements caused by the frequent load
fluctuations. In our scheme, a part of the nodes’ workload is first
redirected to their replica nodes when they are in multicast sessions
and then load movements are triggered when there is no replica
node with few loads. Conceptually, the replica-aided load balancing
scheme entails two major phases: load sharing and region reshaping.
4.3.1. Load sharing

Load sharing is invoked when node Ei’s load is large than Ts
i . In

load sharing, node Ei selects a set of replicas with available
capacities and shares a part of the workload with them. The
complete algorithm is sketched in Algorithm 1: Ei first examines
which type of workload is slightly heavy at time t; then it
initializes a set R0Ei

consisting of the replicas with a light load,
and it assigns a weight to each node in the set R0Ei

; then by taking
into account the utilization of the nodes, the strategies of load
redirecting b and g are determined. In the following paragraphs,
we present the details of Algorithm 1.
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(i) Node Ei examines its current workload los
i ðtÞ and lod

i ðtÞ (lines
2–7). If Uð1;1ÞZTs

i (i.e., los
i ðtÞZcs

i ðtÞnTs
i ), then Ei is currently lightly

loaded, and Ei starts to redirect some of the file transfer requests
to its replica nodes for load sharing, which we refer to as file

redirection. Similarly, if Uð1;2ÞZTs
i (i.e., lod

i ðtÞZcd
i ðtÞnTs

i ), then a
part of the new incoming connection requests will be selected
and forwarded to Ei’s replica nodes, which we refer to as
connection redirection. Both the file redirection and connection
redirection are implemented when the conditions Uð1;1ÞZTs

i and
Uð1;2ÞZTs

i fare true.
(ii) In each round, for each replica node e in REi

, Ei checks
whether maxflos

eðtÞ=cs
p,lod

e ðtÞ=cd
pgo1. If so, it inserts node e into a

new set R0Ei
(lines 9–20). The intuition behind this step is to share

the loads with the replica nodes that have available capacity. Let
av½j� denote the available capacity vector of the node in the set R0Ei

,
(jA ½1,9REi

9�. We measure av½j� with the following equation:

av½j� ¼
cs

e�los
e if los

eðtÞ
cs

eðtÞ
ZTs

i , flag ¼ 1

cd
e�lod

e if lod
e ðtÞ

cd
e ðtÞ

ZTs
i , flag ¼ 2

8><
>: ð1Þ

If both los
eðtÞ=cs

eðtÞZTs
i and lod

e ðtÞ=cd
e ðtÞZTs

i are satisfied, then
the file redirection is first performed and then it is followed by a
connection redirection.

(iii) In each round, for each node e in R0Ei
, Ei computes d½j� and

o½j� (lines 22–24), where d½j� and o½j� represent the priority and
importance of the node e at R0Ei

ðjÞ compared with the other nodes
in R0Ei

in terms of V ½flag�Þ and av½j�, respectively, where flag is the
Algorithm 2. Region reshaping (Ei,T
r
i ,K)

.

symbol bit of the node. It satisfies that V ½flag� ¼ los
eðtÞ if flag¼1;

V ½flag� ¼ lod
e ðtÞ if flag¼2. Then, d½j� is computed as d½j� ¼

1�V ½flag�=g. The larger V ½flag� is, the smaller the value of d½j� is,
and the less priority the node e has. In our scheme, the use of d½j�

is to reduce the probability of the nodes with a high utilization
that are imposed on a heavy load by the load redirections.

Intuitively, a node with a higher capacity should carry or
process more loads than the nodes with lower capacity. Here,
o½j� ¼ av½j�=c is introduced to measure the capacity of nodes
taking more workload compared to the other nodes in the same
set. For a given c, o½j� increases with the growth of av½j�, which
means that a higher workload can be carried by e without causing
node overload. It is important to note that d½j� and o½j� are two
different metrics. Given the definitions of those metrics, we can
easily find that there is no direct correlation between those
metrics: each is employed to describe the capacity of the node
in a certain respect. In practice, it is common that the nodes with
low utilization do not have high available capacities to serve the
other nodes in the system.

(iv) Based on the sorted list R0Ei
, a load assignment is performed

and the strategies of load redirection b and g are then determined
(lines 26–32). Specifically, in each strategy, each node in R0Ei

is
assigned a portion of the loads mu or mi with respect to its
available capacities. With these strategies, Ei forwards the loads to
the replica nodes via messages. Upon receiving those messages,
the nodes check their loads, and take or process the loads based
on the information included in the messages if they have avail-
able capacities. Otherwise, the redirection messages will be
abandoned because of the heavy loads on the nodes. Note that a
large number of the file transfer and connection requests could
cause a high cost in communication. A timer k is introduced for
message aggregation and elimination. This timer starts when the
node issues a request message. It terminates when the node
receives a response message or a data message with request
information sent from the node that receive the request. If none of
these requests are received in 120 s, then the request message is
reissued.
After moving off a fraction of the workload, Ei continues to
receive requests from the nodes in the network. It randomly
chooses some requests to process and forwards the rest to the
node in R0Ei

by applying Algorithm 1. Although the forwarded
workload is not handled by node Ei, Ei creates a new record with
workload information (e.g., size and load holder), and then adds it
into its load list. This method allows that Ei to be able to easily
hand over all of its loads to others when it is overloaded. This
procedure continues until ui(t) is less than Ts

i or increases up to Tr
i

and there is no light load replica node around Ei.
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4.3.2. Region reshaping

Node Ei initiates region reshaping whenever Tr omaxflos
i ðtÞ=cs

i ,
lod

i ðtÞ=cd
i g. As sketched in Algorithm 2, node Ei first performs node

searching within a search range in such a way that a node is found
with few loads for load migration (lines 2–22), which we refer
to as a region reshaping partner (RRP). Such a search range is defined
by node Ei to be a region that covers the nodes in the
set peernodelistjþ1

i ðtÞ ¼ fneighbors of the node in peernodelistj
iðtÞg,

8jZ1. Initially, j is set to 1 and node Ei looks through the set
peernodelisti(t) to check whether a node Em with a lower load exists. If
so, then Ei stops searching and reshapes the nodes’ region to balance
the loads between the nodes. Since there might be more than one
node that has a lower load in the set, the node with the shortest
geographical distance to the node Ei will be selected as RRP to reduce
the cost of load migration in transmission. If there is no node with a
lower load in the set peernodelisti(t), Ei increases j by 1 so that its
search region is extended. Then, the node searching is conducted in a
similar manner. This procedure is executed repeatedly until either an
RRP node is detected or j reaches its maximum K ¼ 2, where K is a
system constant that is configured by default (Wang et al., 2011). We
do not increase the value of K in the scheme of load balancing in such
a way that the overhead of the nodes’ information maintenance in the
system can be restricted within a certain level.

Reshaping region is performed to adjust the nodes’ load
assignment. In terms of the RRP capacity and location, three
scenarios are considered in our scheme.

Region merging (lines 26–29): We merge two regions to form a
new region when an RRP node with a higher capacity is a sibling
node of Ei, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). In our work, two nodes are
considered to be sibling nodes when they are neighbor nodes and
have the regions of the same size (Ratnasamy et al., 2001; Wang
et al., 2010). The newly formed region is assigned to the node that
has a higher capacity. Then, the other node works as a backup
node recorded in the owner node of the new region, where the
owner node denotes the node which manages the new region and
is responsible of collecting information about the region and
replying the related requests issued by other nodes in the system.
This scenario provides a new opportunity to the end system
recovery such that the backup node could be used temporarily to
take over the failed node’s region when a node failure occurs. For
brevity, we do not discuss this scenario in detail in this paper.

Region splitting (lines 34–37): This scenario is for an RRP node
that has a capacity that is comparable to Ei. Before migrating into
Ei’s region, the RRP node first merges its load into its neighbors.
Then, Ei splits its region in half and assigns it to the RRP.
Consequently, the related load of that part is handed over to the
RRP node. An example of such a scenario is given in Fig. 2(b).

Region swapping (lines 30–33): This scenario is performed
when an RRP node with a higher capacity owns a smaller region.
In such a case, Ei swaps its corresponding region with that of the
RRP. This action allows the node RRP with more capacity to
handle more workload than Ei (see Fig. 2(c)).

For consistency, related update messages are sent out to notify
the changes after region reshaping. However, in some situations,
the selected RRP node may not have sufficient capacity to carry
Fig. 2. Region reshaping mechanism. (a) Region me
(serve) the workload migrated from node Ei. If this scenario
occurs, the Algorithm 2 is re-triggered at node Ei. This procedure
is repeatedly executed until either an RRP node with sufficient
capacity is detected or Algorithm 2 exits with failure.

Consider the example mentioned in Section 1. In the multi-
media streaming application, the end users can subscribe to any
published stream in the network by sending subscription requests.
Such requests are continuously forward by the end users/nodes in
the network towards the end users/nodes that have the required
streams until the other subscriber nodes with similar interests are
reached. The subscriber nodes refer to the nodes that have already
subscribed to the streaming services of interest. They are respon-
sible of receiving the subscription requests from the end users/
nodes and disseminating stream content to them when new
stream contents arrive. At any point in time, a node can unsub-
scribe to a multimedia streaming service by sending a un-sub-
scription request to the upstream node along the service path.

Given the streams with a higher popularity are often
demanded by a large number of end-users. If only a few nodes
with a limited capacity are employed to serve the voluminous
demand of the end-users, they might turn to bottlenecks and
eventually degrade the system performance. To cope with this
situation, in RALB, a number of replica nodes that are placed for
reliability purpose as mentioned earlier are utilized to balance
loads between the nodes. Once a lightly loaded node is detected,
the node starts to redirect some of the multimedia streaming
subscription requests to its replica nodes for load sharing. Upon
receiving those redirected requests, the replica nodes check their
loads, and take or process the loads based on the information
included in the messages if they have available capacities. After
moving off a fraction of the workload, the node continues to
receive requests from the other subscriber nodes in the network.
Once the node is heavily loaded or overload, the operations of
region reshaping are performed to adjust the load assignment
between nodes. This procedure is repeatedly executed until either
the load balancing is achieved or it exits with a failure status if
there are no RRP nodes that are located in the search area.

Compared to the existing schemes, our load balancing scheme
has the following two advantages. First, the node searching

mechanism enables our approach to distribute the workload across
the nodes in a wide range, which gains immunity to the influence
of the skewed load distribution. This scenario occurs essentially
because the shortcut nodes maintained by the nodes are often far
away from them. Second, our scheme takes into account the
impact of load fluctuation on the system performance. Our
replica-aided load balancing scheme empowers nodes to adap-
tively switch their load balancing strategies to cope with sudden
and random load changes caused by the load fluctuations.
5. Performance tuning scheme

In this section, we study the problem of tuning local para-
meters for optimum resource utilization. We first introduce our
cost model for estimating the load balancing costs of RALB.
rging. (b) Region spliting. (c) Region swapping.
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5.1. Cost model

Load balancing in the RALB algorithm consists of load sharing
and region reshaping. We use lbcij and loR

ij to denote the commu-
nication cost of redirecting a subscription (un-subscription)
request from node i to node j and the amount of workload
redirected from node i to node j, where the subscription (un-
subscription) requests are the messages issued to subscribe to
(unsubscribe from) the data delivery services provided by the
nodes. Given the definition mentioned in Section 3, loR

ij can be
computed as loR

ij ¼ los
ijþ lod

ij, where los
ij and lod

ij represent the
number of files and the link connections moved from node i to
node j, respectively. Given that the subscription requests are often
of fixed size and the link latency between nodes is of great
importance, we set lbcij to lij, where lij refers to the latency
required for a message to transmit from node i to node j on
average.

Estimating the cost of region reshaping LBCR is relatively
complicated as it depends on the specific state of the nodes’
workload. Therefore, the three scenarios mentioned in Section 4
are further studied below.

Region merging: Let node p be a node that triggers its load
balancing procedure and finds an RRP node q with the ability to
take extra loads from the other nodes in the system. In the
scenario of region merging, an RRP node with a higher capacity is
detected and employed as an owner node whose responsible
region is merged from two regions with the same size. For load
balancing, the RRP node absorbs all of the workload of node p and
p’s replicas and handles them correspondingly as the subscription
(or un-subscription) requests arrive. Thus, we can compute the
load balancing cost of region merging LBCRme as

LBCRme ¼
lbcpqnðlopþ

Pr
i ¼ 1 loR

piÞ

ML

¼
lbcpqnðlo

d
pþ loe

pþ
Pr

i ¼ 1ðlo
d
piþ loe

piÞÞ

ML
ð2Þ

where lop and loR
pi are the amount of the workload on node p and

the workload redirected from node p to node i, respectively. ML is
the number of workload information units contained in a transi-
tion message. The heavier the load that node p and its replicas
have, the higher the load balancing cost is.

Region splitting: Once an RRP node q with a similar capacity to
node p is detected, region splitting is invoked. In this scenario, the
RRP node q will shed its load to one of its neighbors and gain half
of node p’s workload for load balancing. Thus, we have

LBCRsp ¼
lbcpqnðlopþ

Pr
i ¼ 1 loR

piÞ

2ML
þ

LBCqknðlopþ
Pr

j ¼ 1 loR
qjÞ

ML
ð3Þ

where LBCqknðlopþ
Pr

j ¼ 1 loR
qjÞ=ML is the cost of load migration

from node q to node k, which is a neighbor of node q. Given the
fact that the RRP node q has more available capacity than node p,
we obtain

LBCqknðlopþ
Pr

j ¼ 1 loR
qjÞ

ML
r

lbcpqnðlopþ
Pr

i ¼ 1 loR
piÞ

ML
ð4Þ

Thus, we have

LBCRspr
3

2
nLBCRme ð5Þ

Region swapping: Region swapping is triggered when an RRP
node with a higher capacity but a smaller region is found. In this
scenario, nodes q and p will switch their regions and workloads.
Thus, the cost of region swapping can be calculated as

LBCRsw ¼
LBCpqnðlopþ

Pr
i ¼ 1 loR

piÞ

ML
þ

LBCpqnðlopþ
Pr

j ¼ 1 loR
qjÞ

ML
ð6Þ
Given the observation that it is likely that a node with a bigger
region has a heavier load than the node with a smaller region in
the system, we have

LBCRswZ2nLBCRme ð7Þ

Based on the above analysis, the cost of load balancing LBC can
be computed as follows:

LBC ¼ Psh
p ð1�Plo

p Þn
Xr

i ¼ 1

LBCpinlopi

 !
þð1�Psh

p ÞP
lo
p LBCR ð8Þ

where Psh
p is the probability of triggering load sharing on node p.

Psh
p ¼ 13ð1�Plo

p Þnð
Pr

i ¼ 1 LBCpinlopiÞoPlo
p CR; otherwise Psh

p ¼ 0. Plo
p

is the probability of lop4Tr
p and no region reshaping occurs at ti.

Note that two independent workload factors lod
p and los

p are
contained in the vector lop. We have

Plo
p ¼ Pðlopðtiþ1Þ4Tr

p9lopðtÞ ¼ lopðtiÞÞ

¼ 1�Pðlod
pðtiþ1ÞrTr

p9lo
d
pðtÞ

¼ lod
pðtiÞÞnPðloe

pðtiþ1ÞrTr
p9lo

e
pðtÞ ¼ loe

pðtiÞÞ ð9Þ

To compute Pðlod
pðtiþ1ÞrTr

p9lo
d
pðtÞ ¼ lod

pðtiÞÞ and Pðloe
pðtiþ1Þr

Tr
p9lo

e
pðtÞ ¼ loe

pðtiÞÞ, we choose discrete-time stochastic processes
for modeling the dependent workload values, since it is simple
and has been proven to be applicable to various real-world stream
data. Under this model, the values of future lopðtiþ1Þ and
past lopðtiÞ are independent, given the sequence of workload
values. Formally,

Pðlod
pðtiþ1ÞrTr

p9lo
d
pðtÞ ¼ lod

pðtiÞÞ ¼ Pðlod
pðtiþ1ÞrTr

pÞ

¼ 1�

Pti

i ¼ 0 ajlo
d
pðjÞPti

j ¼ 0 lod
pðjÞ

ð10Þ

where aj is an influence coefficient. If lod
pðjÞZTr

p, aj¼1. Otherwise,
aj¼0. Similarly, Pfloe

pðtiþ1ÞrTr
p9lo

e
pðtÞ ¼ loe

pðtiÞg can be computed
as

Pðloe
pðtiþ1ÞrTr

p9lo
e
pðtÞ ¼ loe

pðtiÞÞ ¼ Pðloe
pðtiþ1ÞrTr

pÞ ¼ 1�

Pti

j ¼ 0 bjlo
e
pðjÞPti

j ¼ 0 loe
pðjÞ

ð11Þ

Based on the above equations, we have

LBCA ½LBCmin,LBCmax� ð12Þ

where

LBCmin ¼ Psh
p ð1�Plo

p Þn
Xr

i ¼ 1

lbcpinlopi

 !
þð1�Psh

p ÞP
lo
p LBCRme

LBCmax ¼ Psh
p ð1�Plo

p Þn
Xr

i ¼ 1

lbcpinlopi

 !
þð1�Psh

p ÞP
lo
p LBCRsw

Then we can define our parameter tuning problem as follows:
Problem statement 2: Given the workload of node p and p’s r

replicas, determine the values of T r
p so that the maximum load

balancing cost LBCmax is minimized.

5.2. Performance tuning scheme

To determine the best values for Tr
p, we adopt a block search

scheme that divides a range of values into range partitions, and we
sequentially look for values until the value that minimizes LBCmax is
found in each range partition. To be specific, there are r range
partitions, with partition boundaries at R0oR1oR2o � � �oRio
� � �oRr, where R0 ¼ 0,Riþ1 ¼ Riþð1=rÞ for 0r irr�1, iAR. In
each range partition ðRi,Riþ1�, this scheme starts with the value of
Riþð1=r2Þ and calculates its LBCmax value with the above equation.
Then it increases Ri by 1=r2 and repeats this process. Such process is
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executed until Riþ1 is reached. From making a comparison between
the values of LBCmax, the one with minimum value of LBCmax is
selected in the range of ðRi,Riþ1�. Finally, the best Tr

p is found by
comparing the values of LBCmax of the range partitions.

The computational complexity of this block search scheme is
Oðr2Þ. The larger the r is, the more comparisons the search
scheme needs to conduct, the higher accuracy it has, and the
better performance it could achieve. To reduce the computational
complexity, a small value of r is preferred in the block search
scheme, which could come at the cost of system performance.
However, from the experimental results, we observe that there is
no apparent system performance improvement in node utiliza-
tion after r reaches 10. Given that, in this work, it is simply
set to 10. We plan to optimize this block search scheme in our
next study.

Thus far, a parameter tuning scheme has been introduced. It
runs at the nodes and determines the best parameter settings.
However, the question arises as to how to set parameter Ts

p to
optimize the performance of the proposed approach in terms of
resource utilization and cost. Recall that the parameters Ts

p and Tr
p

are used to minimize the cost caused by load balancing. Rather
than deterministically trigger massive load migration whenever a
load imbalance or a node overload occurs, the use of Ts

p and Tr
p

allows the nodes to handle the loads in a gradual fashion such
that with a growth of a load on the nodes, the replicate nodes are
first used to relieve the high burden of the nodes, and the load
migrations are triggered only when the nodes are heavily loaded.
In such a way, the number of load migrations caused by the
frequent load fluctuations and slightly load imbalances is greatly
reduced, which leads to a better system performance in terms of
the resource utilization and cost.

In contrast to the parameter Tr
p, the setting of parameter Ts

p

mainly focuses on how well the loads of the nodes are balanced.
For each node in the system, it requires maxpa jfujðtÞ=upðtÞgo
d,8EjApeernodelistpðtÞ,tAR. Thus, we have Ts

p ¼maxfujðtÞg=d. Per-
iodically, the nodes in peernodelistp(t) exchange heartbeat mes-
sages and update the values of utilization. Then, node p computes
Ts

p and invokes the procedure of load balancing when the current
workload exceeds Ts

p.
6. Performance evaluation

In this section, we perform simulations to study the efficiency
of the schemes proposed in this paper. First, we describe the
simulation environment in our experiments, and we then present
the simulation results.

6.1. Experimental environment

We use the GT-ITM topology generator to generate 10 inter-
net-like physical networks, and we then build GeoCast on top of
these physical networks. Each network consists of 8080 routers,
and a number of end system nodes with heterogeneous capabil-
ities. Similar to Zhang et al. (2007), it enables 5% of the nodes to
have 1000 units of capacity, 15% of the nodes to have 100 units of
capacity, 30% of the nodes to have 10 units of capacity, and the
remainder of the nodes to have 1 unit of capacity. The higher the
capacity the node has, the more powerful it is. Each unit of
resource capacity allows a nodes to maintain 10 files in its local
memory, and keep 1 connection with another node in the
network.

In each simulation, the multicast groups are built first. Both
the publisher nodes and the subscriber nodes sequentially parti-
cipate in the groups, following an independent and identical
uniform distribution. For simplicity, we do not consider the case
when the subscribers in the same group have different interests
in the publisher’s content since it would be handled in a similar
manner.

Note that there are no obvious sources of real-world trace data
to drive the load fluctuations; thus, we adopt a random distribu-
tion to simulate it. At intervals, 10 existing nodes in the system
are randomly chosen as the center of hot spots. Each hot spot is a
circular area with a random initial radius between 1 hop and
3 hops, and it has the highest workload that are subscription
requests issued by the nodes in the network. Once a request is
accepted, node that the request was submitted to will continu-
ously receive multicast information from the publisher node. The
workload of the nodes within a circular area is determined by a
formula 1�d=r, where d is the distance of a node to the center of
the hot spot in terms of the hop count and r is the radius of the
hot spot. The nodes on its border have a workload of 0.

In the following section, we compare the performance of our
load balancing scheme to two types of schemes: replication-based
load balancing (RBLB) (Yamamoto et al., 2006; Roussopoulos and
Baker, 2006; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2004) and ID space reassign-
ment load balancing (IDSRLB) (Zhang et al., 2007; Karger and
Ruhl, 2006; Ratnasamy et al., 2001). In GeoCast, RBLB is employed
to balance the load by sharing the workload with replica nodes. If
an overload occurs, then RBLB redirects the new incoming work-
load to the replicas that have with available capacities. IDSRLB
achieves load balancing through ID space reassignment (i.e.,
massive load migration). Although it is a good solution in the
case of the nodes with a heavy load, it decreases resource
utilization and service quality because of the high cost caused
by load migration.

6.2. Results

In the following experiments, we vary the system size from
1000 to 16,000 nodes, and we generate a service subscribing
sequence to examine how well the load balancing schemes deal
with the time-varying load distribution. Such a sequence consists
of service subscribing requests issued by nodes in GeoCast at
runtime, each of which sends 100 requests to the multicast
sessions by following a uniform distribution on [0, 60 T] and
continuously receives multicast information from the sessions.

6.2.1. Impact of the system size and multicast session

Figure 3 presents node utilization (NU) as a function of the
system size, where

NU ¼
1

N

XN

i ¼ 1

los
i ðtÞ

cs
i

þ
lod

i ðtÞ

cd
i

refers to the average utilization of the nodes in GeoCast. The
smaller NU is, the more lightly the node is loaded. Given that very
similar results have been observed under various settings, we
simply set the group number and group size to 10 and 10 (10,10).
The results in Fig. 3(a) show that without load balancing, the
nodes in GeoCast have heavier loads than the nodes with load
balancing schemes, which indicates the necessity of load balan-
cing. We also note that, compared to RBLB, the schemes of IDSRLB
and RALB achieve better performance in terms of node utilization.
This scenario shows benefits from the technique of load migra-
tion, where parts of the load at heavily loaded nodes are moved to
the nodes with light loads.

Figure 3(b) depicts the standard deviation of node utilization
in GeoCast with different schemes. Similar to Fig. 3(a), RBLB
performs more poorly than other schemes because it only
employs replicas with available capacities as load-receiving
nodes, and it redirects the workload to them. As mentioned



Fig. 3. Node utilization versus network size for group number¼10 and group size¼10: (a) mean and (b) standard deviation.

Fig. 4. Node utilization versus group number and size for network size¼16,000: (a) group number¼10 and (b) group size¼200.
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earlier, this scheme has difficulty in dealing with the workload
when the nodes are heavily loaded. The majority of loads at nodes
could be discarded for relieving hot spots and could prevent
services from single point failures. To avoid that outcome, it is
straightforward to increase the replica number r so that the
performance of RBLB can be improved. However, the disadvan-
tage of this enhancement is the increased creation and main-
tenance cost required by replica nodes, which limits the
scalability of the system. We will discuss these factors in
detail below.

In Fig. 4, we display how the group size and group number
affect the node utilization in a network of 16,000 nodes. From the
results depicted in Fig. 4(a) and (b), we clearly notice that the
nodes in the system can greatly benefit from the operations of
load balancing. All of the load balancing schemes could ensure
that the utilization of the nodes is within a certain level. This is
because all of the schemes will migrate part of a nodes’ workload
to lightly loaded nodes if a nodes becomes heavily loaded. In
contrast, the nodes in GeoCast could have a high load even if there
are only a few subscribers in a group because the number of
nodes in the system that are passively involved into the multicast
sessions is large. In such cases, the majority of node resources are
consumed by the services such as message forwarding. This
scenario reduces the efficiency of the nodes’ resources. Further,
in Fig. 4(a), it is interesting to note that there is a peak on the first
curve when the group size is 150. This peak occurs basically
because some of the member nodes in the multicast sessions that
change their roles (in terms of serving as a publisher or a
subscriber or a member or a combination of the three) as the
group size becomes larger. In such a case, no additional message
is issued as a notification of joining. On receiving the data from
the root node of a multicast session, those nodes only need to
deliver the data to the upper application in addition to handing
down to the children nodes.

6.2.2. Effect of load balancing

In the following experiments, we provide further insights into
how the load balancing schemes perform in a network of 16,000
nodes, and we investigate the influence of the parameter r on the
system performance for different load balancing schemes. We set
the group parameters to 10:10, and we use the technique of
nonlinear regression to help us analyze the performance of the
load balancing schemes RALB, RBLB and IDSRLB, which leads to a
better understanding of the results obtained from the simulation.

Figure 5 depicts the node utilization and request ratio as a
function of time for the load balancing schemes. We measured the
request ratio as the number of subscribing requests received by
the nodes in each time slot divided by the total number of
requests in the service subscribing sequence. As shown in Fig. 5,
in the first 5 min, approximately 6% of the requests have been
issued by nodes for the service subscription. At the beginning, the
nodes’ workload is relatively high because of the uneven work-
load imposed by subscribing. As time elapses, the workload drops.
This drop occurs because the operations of load balancing are
performed, which release the hot spots in the network. Compared
to RBLB and RALB, IDSRLB achieves its best performance in terms
of node utilization. By reassigning the region distribution, it
enables nodes with a high capacity to be likely to have larger
responsible regions.

6.2.3. Impact of load balancing overhead

However, the scheme of IDSRLB is costly, as shown in
Fig. 6(a) and (b). It is observed that, with IDSRLB, the nodes in



Fig. 5. Performance of the load balancing schemes over time in terms of node utilization: (a) mean and (b) standard deviation.

Fig. 6. Comparison of load balancing efficiency in terms of message volume and load reshaping operations: (a) message volume and (b) load reshaping operations.
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GeoCast generate more messages than the nodes of the others
schemes because of a larger volume of load migrations and region
reshaping operations. In IDSRLB, those messages could impose
heavy loads on the network links and some node in the network
could become temporarily overload because of their low band-
width. In such a scenario, a number of unnecessarily load move-
ments and ID space reassignments could be caused, which
reduces the efficiency of network resource usage and eventually
degrades the performance of applications based on that. In
contrast to IDSRLB, RALB handles the workload at nodes in a
different way with consideration of frequent load fluctuations. As
mentioned in Section 4, rather than migrating the loads to the
nodes with a lower load, RALB makes full use of the replicas
created by replication, and shares the workload with them, which
reduces the amount of workload moved among the nodes, and
consequently improves the load balancing efficiency. For this
reason, RALB exhibits a performance that is comparable to IDSRLB
at runtime, as shown in Fig. 5. We can see that the differences
between IDSRLB and RALB become negligible as time goes by,
which indicates the efficiency of RALB. For RBLB, it performs
poorly in terms of node utilization. This observation can be
explained by the fact that only replica nodes are taken into
account to achieve load balancing. The performance of RBLB
depends strongly on the parameter r.
6.2.4. Impact of replication degree

In Fig. 7, we show the impact of parameter r on the system
performance in terms of two metrics: the message volume and the
node utilization. We vary r from 2 to 16. As expected, as r increases,
more the hot spots in the system are released, and the utilization of
the nodes decreases. However, by comparing to RALB, we observe
that the performance of RBLB can be slightly improved by increasing
r. Even with r¼16, RBLB achieves almost same performance to RALB
with r¼4 after the time reaches 65. In practice, it is unacceptable for
a network to continuously increase r to improve the performance of
the load balancing, since the maintenance cost is dramatically
increased with r, as shown in Fig. 7(b). Given this scenario, we restrict
r to 4, and we use RALB to balance the workload among the nodes.
The benefits are two-fold. First, it avoids the additional cost caused for
replica placement. Second, it makes the system have the ability to
deal with the cases of nodes with a heavy load on a large scale.

Note that the number of messages generated for region reshap-
ing could be far less than the overhead consumed for replica
maintenance in the system with a low churn rate. In such a case,
RALB might not be a good load balancing. However, the facts prove
the contrary. In GeoCast, replica maintenance can be negligible
because the majority of the state information of the replica nodes
are piggybacked in the data or in updated messages communicated
among nodes. With respect to the length of the data or update
messages, the length of the information is quite small.
6.2.5. Effect of the performance tuning scheme

Figure 8 compares the effect of the proposed performance tuning
scheme (TTS), the periodic threshold scheme (PTS) (Surana et al.,
2006), and the deterministic threshold scheme (DTS) (Gopalakrishnan
et al., 2004). The PTS and DTS are representatives of threshold
selection schemes(Surana et al., 2006; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2004;
Marques et al., 2009; Gao et al., 2011). In PTS, the load balancing
threshold kp is periodically computed based on the average utilization
U of the nodes that report to a directory, setting kp ¼ ð1þU Þ=2. In
contrast to PTS, DTS deterministically sets the thresholds to fixed
values, where Ts

p ¼ 0:3 and Ts
p ¼ 0:75.



Fig. 8. Effect of performance tuning scheme: (a) node utilization and (b) message volume.

Fig. 7. Impact of parameter r: (a) node utilization and (b) message volume.

Fig. 9. Impact of searching step length: (a) node utilization and (b) computational complexity.
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Assume that there are 4000 nodes and 10 groups in the
system. We vary the group size from 10 to 250 nodes. In
Fig. 8(a), we can see that, compared to TTS and DTS, PTS generates
fewer messages for achieving load balancing in the presence of
frequent load fluctuations and time-varying load distributions.
However, this advantage comes at the expense of load imbalance,
as shown in Fig. 8(b). In PTS, the load movements are triggered
only when the nodes’ utilization is larger than kp. However, it
suffers from the difficulty of dealing with load fluctuations. In
contrast, DTS uses two threshold parameters to adapt the nodes’
load to the changes of the load distributions. However, more
messages are required to balance the loads among the nodes than
in TTS, where the nodes dynamically adjust the threshold para-
meters to accommodate for the changes in load distribution. Thus,
it is impractical to set the threshold parameters in a deterministic
manner.
The results in Fig. 8(b) show that all of the schemes enable the
nodes to adapt to changes in the system; however, in PTS, the
load utilization becomes higher when the group size is larger. This
is because when the group size is larger, the nodes in the system
with TTS (DTS) will have a high probability of having replicas help
with the short-time load fluctuations. The new incoming loads are
first selectively redirected to those replicas with available capa-
cities before the overload occurs.

Figure 9(a) illustrates the impact of the searching step length
on the performance of load balancing based on the standard
deviation of node utilization. The smaller the standard deviation,
the smaller the differences among all of the nodes and the better
the load balancing scheme. We set the group parameter to 10:10,
and we vary the searching step length from 5 to 30. The results
show that in a system of 4000 nodes, the standard deviation of
node utilization decreases with the growth of the searching step
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length. However, after the value of the searching step length
reaches 10, there is no pronounced decrease in the standard
deviation of the node utilization. Potentially, this indicates that
the performance tuning scheme does not rely strongly on the
length of the searching step. Fig. 9(b) shows the computational
complexity of the performance tuning scheme as a function of the
searching step length. We can see that as the searching step
length increases, the computational complexity dramatically
increases. Given the results in Fig. 9(a), we find that it is practical
to set the searching step length to a small value to eliminate the
load imbalance among the nodes while keeping the cost low.
7. Conclusion

We have presented RALB, a replica-aided load balancing
scheme for enabling the nodes of the overlay network to support
communication applications for a large number of users with
hardware devices in an environment of time-varying load dis-
tributions and unpredictable load fluctuations. To demonstrate
the efficiency of RALB, we apply it to GeoCast and evaluate it
through extensive experiments based on a realistic network
topology model and a dynamic workload model. The results show
that RALB enables an application to scale to a large number of
nodes, a larger number of groups, and a larger group size. In the
presence of dynamic load movements and load fluctuations, it can
efficiently balance the load among nodes while minimizing the
overhead required for large-scale load migration and node com-
munication, when compared to the existing load balancing
schemes.
Table 1
Definition of variables.

Notation Definition

G d-Dimensional coordinate space

fEig The set of nodes in the G, 8iA ½0,n�; n is the number of nodes in the G

Ri The individual range managed by Ei, 8G¼ [n
i ¼ 1 Ri

ci The capacity of Ei;a 2-d row vector

cs
i The storage capacity of Ei

cd
i The highest connection degree of Ei

b0 The bandwidth unit

ui(t) The utilization of Ei

los
i The number of files stored on Ei

lod
i The number of connections linked to Ei

d Imbalance tolerance parameter

Bi(t) The set of nodes whose load information is collected by Ei

Tr The threshold of load sharing phase

Ts The threshold of region reshaping phase

REi
The replicas set of Ei

r The number of replicas per node

a The importance parameter

av½j� The available capacity vector of un-overloaded node j in REi

d½j� The priority of node j

o½j� The importance of node j

o½j� The importance of node j

flag The symbol bit of node

V ½flag� The reference of node’s utilization u½flag�

U The reference of node’s utilization

LBC The load balancing cost

LBCR The cost of region reshaping

LBCRme The cost of region merging

LBCRsp The cost of region splitting

LBCRsw The cost of region swapping

lbcij The communication cost of redirecting a subscription request from

node i to node j

loR
ij

The amount of workload redirected from node i to node j

lij The latency required for a message to transmit from node i to node j

ML The number of workload information units per message

psh
p

The probability of triggering load sharing on node p

plo
p The probability of lopðtiþ1Þ4Tr

p and no region reshaping occurs at ti
As part of our future work, we plan to develop additional
parameter tuning mechanisms and apply them to different types
of applications and environments to evaluate their efficiency.
These applications could include multimedia streaming applica-
tions, pervasive applications, voice-ip applications, and location-
based advertising applications.
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The definition of the variables used in this paper is given in
Table 1.
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